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	The world of enterprise routing with Juniper Networks devices is getting very
	exciting—new technologies, products, and network developments are making the enterprise
	network environment one of the most dynamic places to be. However, we, the
	authors, hope to focus that energy by providing you with a detailed and practical foundation
	that ensures effective use of the Junos operating system in your day-to-day job.


	Juniper has rounded out its line of enterprise products to include not only routers but
	also switches and security devices, so drawing from our professional services experiences,
	this new edition provides you with design guidelines and comparisons of device
	capabilities. Our hope here is not to give you a single way to design a network but plenty
	of ideas that allow you to get the most from your network design, whatever it is.


	Because we are also involved in the development and testing of certification exams,
	including those for enterprise routing, this book does double duty. It is both a field
	guide and a certification study guide. Readers who are interested in attaining a Juniper
	Networks certification level would be wise to note that we discuss and cover topics that
	are relevant to the official exams (hint, hint) and that the end of each chapter provides
	a listing of examination topics covered as well as a series of review questions that allow
	you to test your comprehension.


	Regardless of one’s certification plans, this one-of-a-kind book will not be obsolete just
	because you pass an exam. In fact, we wrote this material to serve as a useful field guide
	almost any time you log on to a Juniper Networks router. The extensive use of tutorials,
	samples of actual command output, and detailed theoretical coverage go well beyond
	any certification exam, to provide you with something that can’t be tested—getting
	things to work the right way, and the first time. When plan A fails, the material also
	provides the steps needed to monitor network operation and quickly identify and resolve
	the root cause of malfunctions.


	As trainers who deal with large numbers of both experienced and inexperienced users
	on a regular basis, we have seen it all. Within this guide, you will find the many pearls
	of our accumulated wisdom, any one of which can easily pay for this book many times
	over in increased network uptime and performance.
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National Electrical Code 2005 Handbook on CD-ROM (International Electrical Code)Delmar Cengage Learning, 2005
Produced by the NFPA, the popular National Electrical Code® 2005 Handbook CD-ROM contains the complete text of the 2005 edition of the NEC® supplemented by helpful facts and figures, full-color illustrations, real-world examples and expert commentary.  Loaded with more National Electrical CodeÂ® information than any other...
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Computer Science Handbook, Second EditionCRC Press, 2004

	The second edition of this elemental handbook reviews the current state of theory and practice in the field while emphasizing a more practical/applied approach to IT topics such as information management, net-centric computing, and human computer interaction. With a complete revision of its sections on software engineering, architecture, and...
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Philanthropy in a Flat World: Inspiration Through Globalization (The AFP/Wiley Fund Development Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
According to Thomas Friedman, our world is now flat—with lowered trade and political barriers and unimagined technical advances that have made it possible to do business, or almost anything else, instantaneously with billions of other people across the planet—but what does that mean for your nonprofit organization, whether it's new or...
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Who's Afraid of AI?: Fear and Promise in the Age of Thinking MachinesThe Experiment, 2019

	
		A penetrating guide to artificial intelligence: what it is, what it does, and how it will change our lives

		

		At a breathtaking pace, artificial intelligence is getting better and faster at making complex decisions. AI can already identify malignant tumors on CT scans, give legal advice, out-bluff the best...
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Access 2010: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Go from Access novice to true master with the professional database design tips and crystal-clear explanations in this book. You'll learn all the secrets of this powerful database program so you can use your data in creative ways -- from creating product catalogs and publishing information online to producing invoices and...
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Professional WPF Programming: .NET Development with the Windows Presentation FoundationWrox Press, 2007

	Professional WPF Programming


	If you want to learn how to build killer user interfaces for Windows and the web, then this book is for you. It arms you with the tools and code you'll need to effectively utilize the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). From creating appealing graphics and animated structures to enhancing...
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